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The term meta-programming refers to the ability of writing programs that

have other programs as data and exploit their semantis [1℄. The hoie of logi

programming as a basis for meta-programming o�ers a number of pratial and

theoretial advantages. One of them is the possibility of takling ritial founda-

tion problems of meta-programming within a framework with a strong theoretial

basis. Another is the surprising ease of programming. These reasons motivated

an intensive researh on meta-programming inside the logi programming om-

munity [1, 2, 4, 7, 8℄. On the other hand, termination analysis is one of the most

intensive researh areas in logi programming as well [3, 5℄. In [10℄ we present a

novel approah to termination analysis of meta-programs.

Our researh has been motivated by the famous \vanilla" meta-interpreter:

solve(true):

solve((Atom;Atoms)) solve(Atom); solve(Atoms):

solve(Head) lause(Head;Body); solve(Body):

Termination of this meta-interpreter has been studied by Pedreshi and Rug-

gieri. They proved, that it improves termination (Corollary 40, [8℄). However, we

an laim more|\vanilla" not just improves termination, but preserves it.

In this paper we aim to speify onditions on the meta-interpreters that imply

that termination of the objet program with respet to some goal is improved

or preserved. We start by identifying popular lasses of meta-interpreters, suh

as extended meta-interpreters [7℄, and then develop a methodology to prove the

desired. Our approah is based on two observations. First, termination of lo-

gi programs an be proved via general term-orderings, similar to those used to

prove termination of term-rewrite systems [9℄. Seond, if � is an ordering suh

that termination of a meta-program, obtained from \vanilla" and an objet pro-

gram P , with respet to a goal solve(G) an be proved via it, then termination

of P with respet to G an be proved via >, where > is de�ned as A > B if

solve(A) � solve(B). This is not neessary true for more pratial appliations

of meta-interpreters, suh as debuggers, sine they also are required to produe

some additional output or to perform some additional tasks during the exeution,

suh as onstruting proof trees. These extensions an and usually will inuene
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termination properties of the meta-interpreter. However, for the spei�ed lasses

of meta-interpreters we an state onditions that imply a simple relation between

an ordering proving termination of a meta-program and an ordering proving ter-

mination of an objet program. These onditions imply termination improvement

or preservation.

Our approah is powerful enough to analyse orretly a variety of meta-interpreters,

suh as a proof trees onstrutor, depth traking traer, unertainty reasoner and

reasoner with threshold uto� (all [11℄), provability reasoners [6℄ and a pure four

port box exeution model traer [2℄.
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